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and open up broad new thoroughfares; and during the next
fifty years the Glasgow municipality gradually rehoused
some 50,000 persons.
How far the new dwellings provided by trusts and muni-
cipalities were occupied by previous slum-dwellers was un-
certain. But, by making more accommodation available at a
modest rent, they tended to relieve the pressure on less
hygienic accommodation and thus stimulate a general filter-
ing-up process. And the compulsory clearance embarked upon
by Glasgow had yet another advantage, w^ll described by
Octavia Hill: * Merely to break in upon these nests of thieves
cannot but be a great good: some kind of wrong is not de-
creased by scattering it, but dishonesty thrives most when
fostered in such dens. The near presence of honest, respectable
neighbours makes habitual thieving impossible; just as dirty
people are shamed into cleanliness when scattered among ordi-
nary, decent folk, and brought into the presence of the light.'*
To extenid to the whole country the powers at first exercised
by only a few of the most disease- and crime-infected cities
was a natural process. Two possibilities were indicated both
by private and by municipal enterprise. Local authorities
might deal either with individual buildings or with whole
areas.
In the case of individual houses unfit for habitation, they
might put before the owner the alternative of either recon-
ditioning his property or closing it: this piecemeal procedure
was made generally available by Torrens's artisans' and
labourers' dwellings act in 1868.
And in the case of insanitary areas, they might clear them,
provided that the tenants were rehoused and both they and
their landlords compensated: this wholesale procedure was
likewise extended to all large municipalities acting on the
initiative of their medical officer of health, by Assheton Cross's
artisans' dwellings act in 1875, though the local authorities
were expected to re-let the areas they had cleared to housing
«
* O. Hill in Macmillan's Magazine (June 1874) on the Glasgow
improvement scheme.

